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From the Editor
This is a special issue of the
~nthly_Planet. Though it was orignally interned to introouce a C'Onference dedica:-ed to planning for
the future,
it consists of
a
synthesis of ideas which re-examine
our past arrl critically evaluate
the present. There is a theme in
this issue, but it has resulted
rrore fran spontaneous responses to
prevailing social am
political
"realities," than fran a predetermined
leitrrotif to
guide
the
tb)ughts of it contributors. It
represents the C'Oncerns am insight~ of students, faculty, am
futurists, at once demarrling that
we challenge am criticize, as well
as clarify am redefine our c,...,n
values arrl goals.
Like . the con£erence, many of
th~~ articles are designed
to
critique our current social am
political order, to prarot.e the
developnent of new ideas, am to
encourage both personal grc::,wth am
ecological justice. The con£erence
to.vever, is February 17-19. It will
cane arrl go in three days. Ideas
will rx>t. The issues discussed will
raise
questions
w½rich
warrant
th:>ughtful consideration, am herein lies both the value am intent
of this issue.
This edition of the lt>nthly
~ was made possible by a grant
fran the Associated Students. At a
tilre ~en budget cuts to higher
education make it difficult for
students to fcx::us on their reason
for being here--namely, to learnwe are especially grateful to have
had this opportunity to prcxluce a
J;Oblication w½rich we h:>I)e will contribute to the education of others.
-00

Where the Wasteland Begins
The Nuclear Waste Policy Act
by Mary Vamenoosch
Four
years of unsuccessful
efforts to enact nuclear waste legislation culminated in the passage
of
the National Nuclear
Waste
Policy Act by both rouses of Congress on Deceni:>er 20, 1982. The prrpose of the Act is to set
a
schedule for the developnent of a
permanent repository for high-level
nuclear waste, set forth an equitable site selection process, am to
detennine the rights that shall be
granted to states involved in the
site selection process.
The federal government has the
responsibility for developnent of
techn:>logy am safety starrlards for
the disposal of high-level nuclear
waste, which must be isolated fran
the environment for at least ten
th:>usarrl years, i,.hile the C'Osts of
constructing arrl q,erating the repository are to be borne by the
utilities prcxlucing the waste.
Congressional guidelines for
nuclear
waste storage are long
overdue. The United States has been
generatin3 nuclear waste for four
decades,
arrl
yet oo pennanent
solution for their disposal has
been foum. Presently wastes fran
civilian nuclear p::,wer plants are
stored tenporarily in 1Neter-filled
pools at the generatin3 site, i,.hile
military wastes (which acex>unt for
90 percent of the total) are stored
in steel tanks, i,.hich are koJwn to
leak. Military wastes, b:,,,.,ever, are
excluded fran nost provisions of
the bill.
The final legislation 1N0S a
hastily
acccrcplished
cx:rrpranise
bet\olr'ee!l the t'NO dist.ilrt versicns
passed by the House arrl Senate
earlier in the session, arrl oontains a b:xigepcx)ge of amerrlnents
designed to protect the parochial
interests
of states wtrich
are
likely carrlidates for nuclear waste
facilities. Alth:>ugh many rnerci)e.rs
of Congress expressed
dissatisfaction with the legislation, nost
argued
it 1N8.S better to
pass
poor nuclear
waste
legislation
than to pass rx:ne at all, am. it
was adopted by a voice vote in the
Senate,
after i,.hich the
House
agreed to awrove it by a vote of
256 to 32. (With the exception of
Mike I.Dllry, wh:> criticized the bill
because it limits envirornlental am.
judicial
review of siting
decisions,
the entire
Washington
state delegation voted to awrove
the bill • ) This q,inion 1N0S rx,t
shared by envirorlrental lcti)yists

~

eventually threw up their hams
despair am. refused to support
the bill, labeling it a "federal
bail-out of the nuclear irrlustry. "
Uooer the timetable set forth
by the bill, the Department of
Energy (OOE) nust reccmnerrl to the
President by January 1, 1985, three
of five potential sites for further
site characterization studies, am.
the President must suhnit a reo::mmeniation for the location of the
first repository to C(nJress by
March 31, 1987. The repository is
expected to be operable sanetime in
in

the mid 1990's.
The following is a surnnary

of

key features of the bill:
Away Fran Reactor Storage
In response to the pressure of
private utilities wb:> conterrl they
will soon run out of roan for onsite tercp::>rary storage of spent
fuel, Congress autb::>rized the IlJE
to establish up to 1 ~ metric tons
of tenp:>rary storage capacity, to
be used on1y for waste fran reactors wtrich had filled their on-site
storage capacity, am. oould rx,t
adequately store the 1N0.Ste themselves. 'The ex:>st of this interim
storage is to be paid with fees
collected fran the utilities making
use of the storage. 'The spent fuel
nust
be rem:wed fran the
AFR
storage site within thr
years
after the creation of a pennanent
repository.
'The nuclear irrlustry has been
pushinJ the federal goverrvnent to
assume AFR storage responsibility
because the utilities are running
a.rt. of on-site storage space, ard
because the waste disposal prci:>lem
presents a political ci:>stacle for
the irrlustry-sane states have even
prohibited the ocostruction of nerw
nuclear
~ plants
until the
waste issue is resolved. Environmentalists argue that the establishment of federal AFR storage is,
in effect, a subsidy of the nuclear
irrlustry, arrl insist that terrp>rary
1

fuel storage soould be the responsibility of the private utilities.
Arnt.her problem with AFR storage is
that spent fuel would have to be
transported £ran reactor to storage
site, thereby increasing the risk
of contamination.
M:>nitored Retrievable Storage
bill requires the r:xE to
the possibility of constructi.n3 am ~ating an abovegroun:i, long-tenn (50-100 years),
tetporary storage facility
fran
which the wastes can be retrieved.
Developnent of this facility could
reduce pressure for a pennanent
repository am delay its operation.
In light of the persistent nature
of the problem, a solution to the
waste disposal question soould be
pennanent.
The

explore

State Participation
A
significant
victory
for
states I rights was \<vOt1 when Senator Proxmire (D-wI) threatened to
filibuster
unless
the
Senate
adopted his
t\f.'Crhouse override"
amerrlnent which allows a state or
Irrlian tribe to veto the siting of
a permanent nuclear waste repository within its boun:iaries. The
veto st.ams unless overridden by
tx:,th the House am Senate.
In
addition to this provision, the
bill requires the OOE to oold
public hearings in the vicinity of
each site un:ier consideration.
11

Environmental Assessment
The requirements for environmental inµlct assessments are inadequate.
A full
Environmental
Irrpact Statement (EIS) is required
only
after the site has
been
selected, arrl site recarrnen::1ations
to the President are to be ac:.."COlpinied c:nly by a limited Environmental Assessment. According to the
Council en Environmental Quality
regulations for irrplement.ing the
National Environmental Policy Act,
EIS 1 s are to be prepared before a
decision is 11\3.de cx::o:erni.DJ a prcr
ject or proposal.
An EIS prepared
after a site has been cb:>sen could
have serious soortcanings.

Testing am Evaluation Facility
Within one year after enactment
of the bill, the IX>E nust identify
thr
potential sites in at least
two different geologic media for a
f cility to test arrl evaluate the
char cteristics
of
un:iergroun:i
waste storage. The financial canmitment this would entail, h::Mever,
could bias the final site selection
decision in favor of the TEF site.
CO 1M ,. ' ITY FOOD CO-OP
\'1 11 u no\\ 111 our 111'\' lol<1tio11 at tlu
conu r of M.tpl •· ,inti ta lc .

1059 N.

State
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The Il'ajor problem with the legislation is the t.iJre schedule. It
is too fast to allc:M for adequate
test.ing of rock types, arrl could
result in the premature selection
of
an
inadequate
repository.
Alth::>ugh
the
general
attitude
tcMards nuclear waste disposal cn
Capitol Hill sees the Il'ajor problem
as political arrl rot technical, Il'any disagree.
In a recent article
in
Science rragazine,
(January,
1983), Luther J. Carter argues that
the technical problems have rot
been solved, am in fact they terrl
to increase as rcore is Jcn::,.,.n about
the geology arrl hydrology of a given site.
But what inplications does the
act have for the state of Washington? It is generally agreed that
the Hanford ba.salt site is a top
carrlidate for the nation's first
pennanent nuclear waste repository.
Other geologic media being studied
are welded tuff at the Nevada Test
Site; bedded salt deposits in the
Paradox Basin in Utah, arrl the Palo Duro Basin in Western Texas; am
salt danes in Louisiana arrl Mississippi.
Present IXE plans call for
exploratory drilling in the Hanford
ba.sal t, Nevada tuf f, am ooe of the
salt sites currently urrler study.
It is likely that these three sites
will be the camidates for the TEF.
In contrast to legislators fran
other states wt¥) sought to add prcr

visions preventing the siting of a
dunp within their state, Rep. Sid
M::Jrrison, wt¥) represents Hanford I s
congressional district,
inserted
language in the bill- to increase
the chance that Hanford will be
selected as a dunp. The act prcr
hi.bits the IX>E fran corrlucting any
preliminary borings or excavations
at a site prior to the recarrnen::1ation of carrlidate sites, except
where such activities were already
in progress upon the date of enactment. This rreans that Hanford will
get a one-year head start on the
inforll'ation
gathering
process,
since drilling will rot take place
at the other sites until carrlidates
have been recatmerrled.
Why would M'.:>rrison want
a
dtlltp in his congressional district?
The answer lies once again in the
misguided belief that jd::>s arrl environmental quality are i.ncarpatible. The expectation that rcore
jobs will be created is used as a
jus~ification for carpranising the
environment.
But hJw does
ooe
~ance_ the soort-tenn ffil>loyrnent
gair:1 with the threa~ of widespread
environmental contamination occurring over at least ten tlnu.sarrl
years?
The disposal of high-level radioactive wastes presents a serious
and. errluring problem-am a tremerrlous responsibility. Regardless
of the tercp:>rary ill-effects citizens may suffer fran the attenpt to
firrl a solution, we have a responsiblity to future generations to
isolate nuclear waste fran the environment
in
the
safest
way
possible. While the need for waste
legislation is urgent, \tie canrx,t
afford to threaten the integrity of
the_ waste _ ~isposal program by
mak~ IX>li tical ccrtpranises. An
attitude
of
ccx,peration
is
essential to allc:M the selection of
the ~st site, ~th:>ut tranpling cn
the rights of citizens.
As a result of blirrlly pursuing
nuclear technology witoout
providing for the prooucts of that
techrnlogy, \tie are rt:M faced with a
serious
arrl p::>ssibly unsolvable
prd::>lem, one which will rot g::,
away.
As <...-e contefll>late future
alternatives, this problem sh::>uld
serve as an exanple of the need to
assess the social arrl envirornlel'ltal
consequences of new
techrnlogy,
before it is too late.

A
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Politics and Social Change in Europe:
The Greens Take Root
by Megan Barton

They are a political novement
of eoologists and antinuclear activists. But they are also anticapitalists,
feminists,
student
activists, socialists and OClllllunists. They are Die Grunen - the
Greens - and they've got the West
German political
establisanent
rl1IlnlD3 scared.
In recent decades, the political scene in West Germany has been
daninated by the SOcial Deloocratic
Party (SPD) on the left, the Christian Denocratic Union (CXJ) oo the
right, with the Free Denocratic
Party (FOP) maintaining shifting
alliances between the two for the
balance of power. But a growing
perception that little difference
exists anyroore between the SPD and
the axJ has helped to draw both
leftists and rightists alike to the
Green cause. Indeed, it is becaning
a m:,vement to be reckoned with.
The Greens were predicated oo
an opposition to nuclear development, both military and imustrial,
and at the very least, they are inseperable form the West German
peace nr,vement.
But since they
were formally constituted as a political party in 1979, they have
cxrne to embrace a ioore far-reaching
political agenda. Thus, in addition
to advocating the dissolution of
tx>th NATO and the Warsaw Pact, the
Greens are canpaigniDJ for the decentralization of goverranent and
energy, for mioority and ~ •
rights, and for a new h\inanist approach to employment. Beyond that,
of oourse, is their fight against
sprawli03 imustrial growth and its
attendant environmental pollution.
Although characterized in the
press as merely a loose amalgamation of local and regional protest
groups,
this growing political
force has been making visible and
decisive headway in recent elections.
Their biggest victory was
in the Septeni:>er '82 balloti03 for
the Hesse state legislature, where
they garnered 81 of the vote and 9
seats.
M::>re recently, the Greens
JlllOIPIDted a .cax:erted effo.t.t bf.
the traditiooal parties to portray
them as •anardlists• or •reds", and
received 6.81 of the total vote in
the December 19 elections for the
Hanblrg state legislature.
TO date, then, this ooalition
of left activists and envirormentalists lx>ld seats on 6 of the 11
state parliaments, as well as on
m.nerous local goverrnent cx,uncils.
Moreover, polls iooicate they are

raw the third-ranking West German
party with respect to public support, with ioore than 23,000 of
their oountrymen drawn under their
multifaceted banner.
This augments well for the upcaning federal elections on March
6, in which the Greens seem destined to win seats in the Bundestag
(national legislature).
There is
even speculatioo that they could
possibly replace the faltering Free
Demx:rats, thus inheriti03 the balance of pc:Mer (as West Germany's
third political force).
But the dynamics of the situatioo are far m::>re cx:mplex than the
ellCX)Uraging numbers of various
polls would suggest.
For, while
their sympathies lie with the
Social Oeoocrats' left wing, the
Greens have consciously kept all
parties at arms length to avoid being drawn into the conventional
political process. Theirs has been
an effort to maintain a kind of
p.irity in politics of power, with
many of their state representatives
refusing the roonthly stipeoos earned for their positions, or pranising to rotate their seats in the
state legislature.
Consequently, the Greens are
leery of entering into a formal
coalitioo government with the SPD,
as has been proposed. But the
Scx:ial Denocrats are also reluctant.
In fact, under the new

leadership of Hans-Jochen Vogel,
they are trying hard to undercut
the Greens' appeal by themselves
taking a JOC)re progressive and environmentalist stance.
By adopting ioore left-leaning positions,
the SPD hopes to circumvent the
need to share power with the
Greens.
A determining factor will
probably be the late 1983 Euro-missile deployment. For unless the
SPD can guarantee the same adament
opposition to the cruise and Pershing 2 missiles as they them.selves,
the Greens will not even oonsider
forming
any sort of
alliance.
Either way, the party faces the
dilemna of maintaining their distinctive identity, witoout risking
the reforms they could possibly
win by collaborating with the SPD
on key Bundestag votes.
Such political maneuverings,
however, soouldn't detract fran the
more fundamental implications of
the Greens' power - both for social
IOOVements in general, and the enviraimental movement in particular.
TO be sure, the party's recent victories reflect the political progress that is possible when diverse
interests cxrne together as a ooalitia,. But, more importantly, such
alliances are perhaps the m::>St
appropriate and realistic approach
to interconnecting world problems to improving the hlltlan conditioo.
Iooeed, the very concept of
affecting social change--especially
on the scale many perceive as necessary today--entails a confluence
of social, econanic, political, and
environmental th:>ught and action.
?-k>reover,
the basic ecological
tenets of wholism and
interconnectedness dictate oothing less.
AS such, the environrN?ntal novement
in the US would oo well to heed the
example of the west German Greens.
To approach our present dilemnas
piecemeal bodes only frustration
and failure. At the very least, the
sheer magnitooe of what we face,
and what we lx:,pe to achieve requires a unified front. As Rudolop1
Bahro, a former East German dissident rcM active in the Green Party
asserts, "the disease of militarism
can only be prevented by a irovement
that goes beyond reactive defense a m:wement that actively seeks to
live a better life."

"Oh, say not ' foreign war!'
-

A Wal" i never foreign ."
M, 1•i
Ebner von E..., hen.bach
Wai•, Peace and the Futul'e
3

'Nith patterned wings outspread
They lie against the black glass•The winter moths have come.

Within their ....orld, cetaceans
have had to develop a detailed awareness
of their surroundings,
skill in acquiring focxl, and strong
group dynamics.
During this process a great anount of sensory
input occurs,
resulting in increased mem::,ry and reaction to the
environment. Over a perioo of centuries, this has led to the emergence of a unique and carq:>lex "mirrl
in the waters."
In their respective societies,
wnales and dolJ:Xrins are caring, affectionate,
playful
and aware.
They are curious and accepting of
humans even after years of being
hunted down and slaughtered. Ironically, vmaling has left us fearing
their extinction, and has therefore
brought arout a growth of human interest based on curiosity and a
concern for a shared envirnment.
It row aR)ears that the ocean dwellers are as open to, and aware of
us, as we are of them. Perhaps the
species are cannunicating.
Of the over ninety species of
whale and dolphin that inhabit the
earth, arout eight have been seen
in the Pacific Northwest coastal
waterways. Arrong the rrore wellkn:,wn is the orca.
In the marine territories of
Washington and British Columbia,
there are t....o distinct and wellstudied fOpulations of orca designated by researchers as the southern
and
northern
carmunities.
These t....o groups total 15 pcrls and
arout 240 individuals. (A pcrl is a
tightly-knit family group that consists of 5 to 55 rreni:>ers . )
The
southern _IX)pulation which cx>nsists
of 3
s, kn:,wn as J, K, and L,
has arout 80 rrembers and shares the
same local environment we do. Earlier this rronth, K pcrl was seen in
the Hale Passage, between L
Point and L
· Islam, just across

One brown butterfly
High white clouds in sunlight -Goodbye to winter!

A robin's new song
From inside the winter thicket·See the tiny green buds!

We go through winter
Heads down 'gainst the wind and rain -Suddenly, green leaves!

Ernest Padilla-Bey

The Aquatic Northwest
Mind in the Waters
by John Kohl

In

the infinite quest for the
humanity
has
been
searching for a life fonn canparable to its ONn.
This cun.ous
journey has led us beyorrl the at.no-sphere of earth, and into the far
reaches of our universe as we seek
thing ur:rlerstarrlable to
icate with. This search has had its
price, as life on earth has
all
but igrnred or
forgotten.
Recently, h::::,,rever , we are seeing
the
inning of a great awareness.
In a ....orld within a ....orld
there does exist a group of beings
with an evolutionary history as
diverse
lex as our ONn.
Cetaceans - dwellers of the liquid
....orld - the whales and dolr,hins.
The cetacean environment is
liquid, saline, and buoyant, giving
rise to a unique existence for
those dwelling
within.
Aquatic
ls,
for example, are less
affect
by gravity than we are.
re.over, in res
to greatly
reduced visual acuity, cetaceans
evelo
a
sensitive
sonarech::>location system, thus facilitating their high order of family
unkrx::,,,m,

4

interaction and social cohesiveness.
In light of their evolution,
environment, and existing societies, it is believed by many researchers and observers that, here
on earth, there is indeed an intelligence and consciousness as cx:mparable to ours as it is different.
It may be that it is even greater
than ours.
As Dr. John Lilly, a
leading dolphin researcher states:
"At the t·
that we were theoretically tree shrews, wnales were
letely develo
and so were
dolphins."
The issue of intelligence is
controversial.
Sane ....orrler if
there is such a thing as intelligence, and if it does exist, where
is it?
Is it in humanki.rrl? There
is the contention, of course, that
use of our use of tools, we are
row the highest creature, being,
primate,
bi
etc .•. Although
tools were and are necessary in our
manipulation of the environment,
does it necessarily follow that we
humans have a premium on intelligence?

.

~
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Bellingham Bay.
It seems that the
friendly aliens are right here beside us, and their range includes
the Puget Sourrl, the Strait of Juan
de Puca, the outer coasts of Washington and Vancouver Island, the
San Juan Archipelago,
and
the
Strait of Georgia.
These orca are culturally unique because they are irrligerx::>us
to this region, unlike other pelagic or ocean-roaming orca.
Though
curious and aware, the orca terrl to
call the shots when encountering

hl.m'lailS.
They cane and go as they
please, and en occasicn they will
"spyhop" ( st.am vertically in the
water and look arourrl with their
head out of the water) when near a
coat.
In air, they have eyesight
carparable to ours, and can perhaps
recognize irrlividual hl.m'lailS. It is
irrleed mystifying to have a large
dolpun look at you.
During the 1960's and early
1970's, the southern population was
subject to rre.ssive exploitation ,
resulting in the death of sane orca
and the interment of others. A few
that were taken were soon released
for research µ.irposes.
But tooay,
many are the captive inhabitants of
aquariums and oceanariums in such
strange places as California, British Colurrbia, Ontario, Florida,
and Texas.
Aside fran this treatment, the southern pcds have also
errlured general harrassment fran
coaters and fishermen, until the
state and federal governments rre.de
it a criminal offense to do so.
Awareness has clearly grown.
Arrl,
as
a
praninent
natural
historian ccmnented, "These rre.gnif icent beings rre.y teach us that we
have t.cx) long accepted a view of
rx:>n-human life which denies other
creatures' feelings, imagination,
consciousness, and right to exist.
They rre.y show us that in our rush
to justify our exploration of other
life fornlS, we have becare blWed
to their incredible essence, and so
have
we
becare
incanparably
lonely."

Federal Cutbacks
Make Local Coalitions Vital
Special to the t-bnthly Planet
by Robert Theobald
NON

that

President

Reagan's

tax and sperrling cuts are in place,

it is clear that local groups must
fioo new ways to rreet the needs
that oo longer will be met by the
federal government.
Unfortunately, the response to
this challenge has mt been ccmmensurate with its rre.gnitude. Volunteer groups, churches , fourrlations, businesses and the White
House itself all have been slCM to
resporrl. This rre.y be because few of
them really believed the Reagan adminstration could enact its program. So they waited until the
budget cuts were in place before
they planned for the consequerx:::es.
It is naive and dishonest to
suggest that local coalitions can
be organized to satisfy all the
re 1 needs that will exist
as
federal budget cuts continue. Even
a
casual
carparison
of
the
rmgnitude of the federal cuts with
the small p.::>tential increase in
private contributions proves that
significant losses in services and
considerable increases in personal
hardship,
particularly for
the
....orking poor, are :inevitable.
The tragedy is that th>se whJ
are rrost h::>nest and least demarrling
will suffer, while th:>se who have
learned to abuse federal programs
will continue to do so. The problem
will be resolved only by the :introduction of a streamlined Basic Econanic Security scherre that will
guarantee everybcrly an incare and
aoolish tl1e multiplicity of welfare
programs that invite abuse.
There already is evidence of
gro.ving anger arrong those affected
by the cuts. This will six:,,.., up in
t....o rre.jor fornlS. First, crime will
increase,
particularly
in
the
richer areas of cities. The current
trerrl will continue: M:>re and rrore
of the poor will realize that it is
intelligent to rd:> those in the
rich areas,
rather than
their
neighbors. Secorrl, rre.ny d::>servers
believe outbreaks of rage similar
to those in Miami are inevitable.
It is thus in our na.rrcM selfinterest, as well as rrorally essential, to ....ork together to prevent
that fron happening. Unfortunately,
the president has
inadvertently

raised.
a barrier to
effective
action by serrling t....o messages. On
the one harrl he has argued that the
way to ensure increases in prcrluction
is to
provide
financial
incentives, am that the wealth
thus
created will trickle <'lcM1
through the total system.
On the
other, he clearly believes there
are unfortunate people whJ are entitled to ccmnunity and federal
support.
Reagan's first argument
is
overwhelming the secorrl. He is reviving the old belief that the poor
and
the
hamicapped
can-arrl
should-deal with their own problems. The evidence of this highly
dangerous trerrl is all arourrl us.
The
Washington
Post
recently
reported that a blioo man was l:x:lOed
for carplaining about cuts in bus
services. The head of a Department
of Ecoronic Security in one state
has been accused at t....o recent
meetings of being treason:::>us because he remWoo people of the
needs of the unfortunate.
If this trerrl continues, the
social contract will ex>llapse. We
urgently need to build local coalitions that link all groups within
ccmnunities so we can fioo W:lys to
ensure the quality of life in the
furrlamentally changing cxxrlitions
of our time.
The profourrl,
and growing,
lack of trust between the races,
between unions and managenent, between the private sector and the
voluntary, between the p::,werful and
the ccmron citizens, will make it
difficult to achieve such a goal.
Rebuilding the ccmnunicaticn arrl
decisicn-mak.ing process is <ping to
require levels of empathy and ccmmi.tment that are rare today.
continued on page 6
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continued from page 5

Our

one

h:>pe

is

that

the

grc,..r.i.ng urrlerstarrling of the inmed-

iacy arrl depth of the crisis ma.y
help to break through the current
barriers to cxmnunication. Th:>se
wh:> are willing to act soould lcok
to those groups that have been
building new styles of ccmnunity
leadership-the Urbanariurn in Rochester, N. Y. , for example, arrl the
Northwest Regional Fourrlation in
Spokane, Wash.
lieves he can restore
Reagan
stability by reversing what
he
sees as the errors of the last 25
years. It is my conviction that
only the develoµnent of a profourxlly new social contract can
prevent catastrofi,ic internal arrl
international breakdown.
Each
cxmnunity will necessarily gamble its future on one of
those tv.e
liefs • We urgent!y need
to
recognize that the ccmnunications era we are row entering
will have different values arrl will
n
different policies fran those
that v.erked in the dying irrlustrial
era. The ·
ct of the rolx:>ts arrl
CCITipJters, the ecornnic demarrls of
the p:::x:,r countries
the need to
pr
the environment will change
lifestyles arrl life cycles prer
fourrll y. Each
· ty must firrl
ways to involve its citizens in
discussion of these issues.
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The Pacific Northwest:
Will Ecotopia Emerge?
by David Clarke

The Pacific Northwest has a
special destiny, to pioneer sore of
the social inventions which will be
everywhere needed as the turbulent
changes, row just beginning, get
further urrler way.
In Avoiding
1984, Robert Theobald lists nine
driving forces 'lmich will frogmarch
us into
social
changes
whether we like it or rx>t. ~ of
these are ecological balance arrl
energy/resource availability.
On
the
one harrl,
these nake the
acceptance of sinpler, m::>re frugal
lifestyles a matter of noral cbligation, arrl on the other han::i they
are in part responsible for the
increasing, arrl probably permanent,
soortage of well -paid, i.rrlustrial
age type jcbs. 1984 results when,
in this state of permanently diminishu}g mat~rial wealth, a priveleged fraction of us-say 10%-oold
on
to
the old starrlards
arrl
affluence arrl, with sneering conterrpt, develop political techniques
for manipulating arrl controlling
the impotent arrl i.npoverished rest
of us.
But this is oot the only scenario, oor even a very likely one.
~ m::>re of Theobald' s driving forces
are telecatmUni.cations
arrl
changing krw:Jw'ledge patterns. Teleications arrl assoc· t
t hoologies pr · se in th very n ar
future the ability to rrove any
unt
of
information
easily,
quickly arrl ch ply
1ywhere
to anywh re, arrl
abil 'ty to
process it arrl thus
e it easily
assimilable.
Changing krw:Jw'ledge
patterns bring
ut the building
up, in the h ds of all of us, a
new picture of the
rld in 'lmi.ch
we live. It is an
l03ical view,
sizing

th

interd,epen::1erice of

all
ples arrl
the
int· te
syrrbiosis
t
ple arrl the
natural environment.
In this new
picture, a high living starrlard
ans five things:
rich arrl rewarding
inte
rsonal relations,
access to arrl caring con ct with a
well-qrcx:rne!d
lthy natural
order, lll.lch leisure ure, a life
lived in a
utiful civic env'ronment built to the h\.Illiail scale, arrl
h\.Illiail
cultural diversity.
In this view material frug-

ality
arrl
conservation becane
values rather than constraints, arrl
a high quality of life loses its
close
correlation
with
high
material affluence. As nore of us
lose our well pa.id joos, so f'ell
patterns of CCX)peration arrl sharing
will be invented, rot only to cut
the increasingly intolerable costs
of essentials like focrl, rousing,
educ tion, and
cin , but also
to bri.DJ .into
ing sane of the
values in the new vision.
The old order, of course, is
ortable,
i
is unlikely
that the i.rn'x>vations will proceed
far unti 1 the dee y of the old
order forces us to
e. But mean'whi le we can ready ourselves for
the changes by doing three things:
stu ying th environmental arrl resource constraints which any future
· ety nnJS
cc pt; studying our
i.rxlividual arrl cultural pasts to
kn:,../
tter wb:) we are arrl where we
want
to
go;
arrl
inventing
attractiv
possible futures for
'lmich we can v.erk collectively.
In all this the Pacific orthwest has
uliar advantages. It is
still s
sely fX)pulated arrl has
v st ares of wilderness; it is oot.
yet "I..os-Ar¥3elized" arrl locked into
a high-energy
high-consl.DTption
lifestyle; arrl it has a gentle
cl' te.

The Implications of 'High' Technology

Unprocessed Questions
l:Jy Sarah Hamilton

It is upon us. It has rcoved
into our lives like a mudslide, an
ocean wave. It is wrapping and
weaving itself into our cultural
fabric like ivy on an old tree. For
many of us it is an uninvited, unexpected, permanent guest. It is,
with the utrcost efficiency, being
sifted into ever crack and crevass
of society. But unlike the ocean
wave it will not retreat; there is
no ebb to this flow. It is here to
stay. What is this illusive and intrusive "it" of which I am referring?
No,
it's not an
extraterrestrial
or even an
extraaquatic, but none other than the
extra-canputer.
How are we to deal with this
alien we have created? Teo many of
us are taking to canputers arrl high
technology with open arrl loving
arms, envisioning it as our saving
grace, the crane to lift us out of
the rresses we have made. Many see
it as the new and possibly ultimate
hope for econanic recovery. On the
other harrl there are those such as
myself who are finding it very difficult to see past the haze of
obvious ecorx:rnic incentives for the
canputer push arrl get arrl image of
just hJw high technology is going
to help lead to a society of peaceful co-existence arrl urrlerstarrling,
as many frantically optimistic intellectuals arrl businessmen would
have us believe.
There is strong societal pressure to ace pt this nelN era of

technolO:Ji s.

The questions surrourrling this
exagerated faith in canputer technology are endless,
but it is
necessary that they be addressed.
How for instance, will ccmputers
bring humanity closer to nature?
How will they alter our egoistic
perceptions of ourselves within the
universe, and aid in ending exploitative acts against the environment
arrl
other
living
creatures?
Will
they help
to
eliminate the power irrbalance between race, sex, arrl class arrl
bring
us closer together as a
species? Arrl are they effecting
younger generations positively with
respect to these questions? Will
the nurrber of people they put out
of work be proportionately higher
than the rn.11ti:>er they errploy? I
could qo on and on.

To even question or

attempt to slOw'do.vn technological
or scientific discoveries is often
seen as un-American arrl
"antiprogressi ve. "
Ad<led
to
this
cultural influence is the sense of
helplessness tha many feel against
the powerful outside forces of manipulative arrl profit-mimed businessmen who decide for us what new
gadget or carp:>nent wen
next.
Do not disrupt "the flow;" you are
fighting a losing battle.
But
because technolo:JY
is
effecting irnnediate arrl widespread
cultural arrl social changes, it is
essential row rcore than ever, that
we do question the direction we are
going arrl attempt to slCM ~ the
nanentum
of this
technological
frenzy. We must make ti.Ire to assimilate arrl adapt to the deep arrl
fundamental changes taking place
througoout all facets of culture oot just in the realm of ea:,ronics.

It
has
been argued
that
through canputers we wi 11 all becare better informed, well-rourrled
people. This will enable us to make
oecisions rcore efficiently arrl to
better urrlerstand the world. This
may be true for the relatively
sma.11 percentage of the p:>pulation
who have an already established
base of infonnation arrl kn::Mledge
within their reach, arrl ~ have
the ecoronic advantages of ootaining canplex ccmputer systems. But
it is not valid for the majority of
people who are working hard just to
get by. Barbarding us with information for the econ::rny' s sake will
not necessarily produce rational,
open-minded irrlividuals. Besides,
if Americans are so interested in
being well informed, why are video
games
rTOre
p:>p.1lar
than
our
libraries?

It
is becaning
urrleniably
appa.rent that catplter technolo:JY
is dehumanizing and prarotes htnnan
isolation.
In
response to the
alienating effects of using a wordprocessor eight 1-ours a day, a
group of people in california have
organized a a:>alition called, "Processed vk>rld." They are interested
in acting as a support group for
those
in similar situations as
themselves, and in making others
aware
of the
frustration
arrl
anxiety that often results fran
working with catprt.ers.
The group publishes a rronthly
magazine consisting primarily of
letters fran arourrl the country in
which
other irrlividuals express
their outrage arrl disgust
with
their processed "'°rld.
Even high technolo:JY proponents like John Naisbitt, auth>r of
Megatrends, admits to these inherent and serious flaws. He has,
h::,.,,rever, cane up with a convenient
tenn called the "high tech/high
touch fornula," which attenpt.s to
describe the balance that will be
reached between increased techrolo:JY and basic ht.man needs sud\ as
interpersonal
cxmnunication
arrl
sharing. What he does mt seem to
mt.ice, or is mt concerned with,
is that both high tech arrl high
touch are being designed by a few
and prescribed for the many. He explains that as techrr:>lo:JY becx:mes a
rcore dani.nant part of our lives,
the rcore we will be drawn together
l:Jy
going to
nuvies,
shoR)ing
centers,
arrl
discos.
Are
we
actually supposed to consider these
satisfying
waysto interact with
other htnnan beings?
He uses the same "fornula" to
argue that increased high tech will
m::>tivate us to speni nore time in
the wilderness . But Wty nust we be
ovenm.elme1 by the techm>logical
world in order to experience the
natural one? When will we stop
looking at nature as sanething to
either daninate or use in order to
escape fran sanething else?
With
great
reluctance
I
imagine that saneday soon it will
be i.np:>ssible for any American to
avoid carprt.er technolo:JY in sane
fonn. But we can am nust begin ro,,
to decide to ..tlat extent am in
\tA'lat areas we will allCM it into
our lives. We nust question am examine
all
the \leys in
..-ri.ch
catprt.ers will continue to effect
our culture am our future.

--BOOK R E V I E W - - - - Helping Ourselves
Local Solutions to Global Problems
by Bruce Stokes

by Megan Barton and
Mary Vandenoosch

Faced, as \tJe are, with the
ccnplexity of present-day problems,
th
approach often taken is to
fight fire with fire. Thus, \tJe f irrl
ourselves intimidated by ooth the
problem arrl its possible solutions.
In a book of eloquent si.rrplicity,
h::Mever,
Bruce Stokes sbJws in
Helping ourselves, why and h:7w this
just d sn't have to be. Taking the
the-re of "thinking globally, acting
1
11y, " he examines the nodern
constraints to
ting basic human
needs, arrl provides concrete arrl
ccrrrron-sense possibil'ties as to
h:::Jw th y can
over
By way of introduction, Stokes
elucidates our growing awareness of
present human
predicament:
"People have lost control over many
of the issues that aff
their
daily lives. Societies have turned
to highly centraliz , t hnologically
sophist·cat
thcrls
of
coping with ••• ma.jor problems. W
hav forgotten that human problems
requ
sol · ons
en a
human
scale."
Thus,
vast incr ses in
r of th
state, along with an expaming
re
· ting
a
role in
ev ryday life.
dition
sup-

krOr
. ing
substance
, this
aninance of
ers a sense
essn ss that
city to
"
In
ienat
fost1

II

P

o

ep~1en

er
elitist
r dily c ters to.
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Yet, as Stokes emphasizes, it
is cbvious that the size of centralized private arrl p.iblic institutions are row inhibiting their
efficiency
arrl effectiveness as
mechanisms for solving problems.
Therefore, -we si.rrply can rn longer
put blind faith into bureaucratic,
techrx)cratic
solutions for humanity's ailments. It is at this
point that Stokes' alternative presents itself:
litical arrl econanic p.:,wer must be returned to the
people. Arri as he points out, "in
any society, p.:,wer gravitates to
tb:>se wh::> solve problems. " Furthernore, since the consequences of
problems are nost cbvious at the
personal and
ity level, "the
notivation to solve them is rrost
direct,
arrl
the
efi ts fran
action are nost irnnediate. " Hence,
helping
arr-selves can,
i.rrleed,
provide for local solutions
to
global problems.
As to the specific issues,
Stokes tackles the best (worst?) of
them: workplace malaise, the ccncentration
of
econanic
µ:,wer,
energy, rousing, fcx::xi, heal th care,
population. His treatment of
each is practical arrl tangible, his
arguments convincing. Specifically,
his pro sals include worker participation arrl control, C'Ol'lServation
arrl local proouction of renewable
energy sources, self-help rousing,
h:xre am
'ty gardening, preventative health care, arrl canrrunity-based systems of birth control distribution.
It is important to rote, hJwever, that rnn of th se solutions
is a panacea. What Stokes offers is
rot so much solutions
se, but
mechanisms for change. For they
serve to engerrler new skills, a new
sense of
·ty, greater ccnfid
in the abili y to provide
for
ourselves ( as \tJell as the
desire to do so),
re coo
ative efforts - in short,
re
eff
ive approaches to problemsolving . Thus, new ttitudes
self- rcept ions,
th learning
process s th y are
rne of, promise
itive repercussions that go
far
yorrl the initial matters of
concern.

To support his claim, Stokes
draws _upon a variety of success
stories fran ooth rich arrl poor,
i.rrlustrial am ron-industrialized
countries. In thereby revealing the
diversity
of possibilities
arrl
weal th of cultural resources, he
seems to leave rn stone unturned.
M:>reover,
his
cross-cultural
accounting graphically illustrates
the benefits a cross-fertilization
of ideas arrl strategies are certain
to provide.
This, h:Jwever, points to a
weakness in such an approach that
is often overlex>ked,
and which
basically applies in this case.
Specifically,
the
question
of
values is an integral part of our
search for alternative arrl sustainable futures, arrl tactics such as
peer pressure are urrleniably effective in reshaping them. Yet, hJw
are ~ to determine, especially
given cultural differences, which
values are best? Arri h:Jw do \tJe
shape the desired values witoout
repressing am ostracizing those
who are different?
Furthernore, irrlividualism has
given rise to a relative degree of
liberation fran then
to conform. How are \tJe to nove to a canmunity node witb:>ut restoring this
pressure? These are issues that
need to be addressed. if \tJe are to
avoid imposing our will on others
when it is inappropriate or even
detrimental.
While Stokes
s rot delve
into these questions specifically,
he
s rot deceive himself as to
the many oth r d:>stacles to successful self-help efforts.
They
range, of course, fran the ·
iments of eco
· c arrl social µ:,wer
structures, to basic human insecurities, self-interest arrl intrasigence.
In Stoke• s -....ords:
"The

. Vintage and us~d

/

de hmg
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historical larrlscape is dotted with
the ruins of grarrl social experiments based on naive arrl simplistic
assumptions
about innate
human
goodness, People are considerably
rrore capable arrl responsible than
paternalistic
stereotypes v.ould
suggest, but they are also less
virtuous arrl wise than many v.ould
like to assume."
Clearly, there are p::,werful
barriers to overcare, but the very
nature of Stokes' approach arrl his
proposed solutions are the necessary springtoard to do so. "By
breaking up issues into their canponent :parts arrl dealing with them
at the local level, interdeperrlent
problems can once again becane manageable." Arrl, once within reach,
self-help
activities
can
then
replace the psychology of dependence with an emerging sense of
self-reliance.
Indee:l, we
can
errpower ourselves to control our
own destinies, to be part of a
"quiet revolution" t..c,,,mrds a far
rrore responsive arrl ecolo:Jically
sound social order.

"The desert is a state of mind. Only to those who have fallen
prey to its fataZ fascination has it revealed its deepest se~rets ."
- Frank Waters

The air is still warm, quite warm, but cooler than
before. As the sun sinks, shado.tJs darken the clay wall arrl
the sage bushes belo.v me. The iguanas n::> longer lay with
closed eyes and twitching tails; they have rroved on. I sit,
scarcely breathing, anticipating the sunset.
Fran a distance I hear a man singing arrl I watch him,
1.JIXX)served, fran my sheltered spot. He is wearing a beaten
old hat, a tattered serape arrl has n::> shoes.
His feet lcx:,k
brown against the red earth. A ~ walks beside him, her
hair done in tv.o long braids; joined by rilx:xms of blue arrl
red. The dropping sun strikes her silver earring arrl lights
up the right side of her face.
She is smiling arrl I can see
a rrouth full of black, chi_E:Ped teeth.
The \\Clllan is pregnant arrl the man sings of his joy. He
wants a heal thy boy and sings of buying it a chicken. The
chicken, he continues, will be the boy' s playmate until his
rrother bears him a brother. The evening breeze picks up arrl
carries the man's song down the valley arrl through the open
fields belo.v.
-Melanie Peck
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Moving into the Communications Era
Special to the M::>nthly Planet
by Robert Theobald
Alvin TOffler has stated in
his txx,k The Third Wave that we are
now rooving into a new era which
will be quite different in character fran that in which those of
us who are now adult grew up.
More and more people are
accepting this point of view. They
are calling the new period of
history-post-industrial,
information,
canpassionate,
ccmnunications. All those who advance this
point of view agree that there will
be profound changes in the decade
of the eighties.

This causes a great deal of
tension. It is a natural human
characteristic to want to avoid excessive change for this necessarily
creates stress. TOday most of us
find ourselves avoiding new challenges, for we feel that we cannot
oope with those which already confront us.
But we can create a better
world. There is no reason that the
quality of life soould not be
better in the year 2000 than it is
now: the issue that confronts us is
what we need to oo to ensure this
result.

There have been fundamental
changes in the past. During the
last two centuries we have rooved
out of the agricultural era into
the industrial. The wa'jS in which
we live today would seem very
strange to those who earned their
living in the eighteenth century:
this would be true even if they
examined the lives of the people
who call themselves farmers.
The fact of change is not new.
But the speed of change certainly
is. Instead of having several generations in which to learn about
what is happening, roost of us alive
today are going to be forced to
change the wa'jS we look at the
world dramatically.
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Energy and Alternative Lifeways
by Ernst L.

Gayden

A m.rroer of inportant social
ssurrpt.ions urrlerly rcost discussions of energy problems an:i energy
policies, whether in the literature
or at conferences. These assurcptions are seldan discussed at the
, an:i yet they fonn the
often-unquestioned context for the
discussions.
These ssumptions a ~ to me
to be the follawi.ng:
First, there is the assumption
that,
overall the direction of
terial developnent {the starrlard
of living) in this society, will
continue .i.nto the distant future.
Call this the cornucopian asslll'tption.
.
Secoo:'i, there is the assumption that the problems of St.JWlying
energy for this continued developnt will
met by way of new
technol03ical
• Call this the
t h-fix assLD1ption.
Third, th re
to be the
ssunption that current values an:1
s
of
ial
rrl
ecooc.rnic
havio
will
rsist, an:i will
continu to
arrenable to the same
k.
of manipulation by mediainfo
on, consisting of cx:>rpv rtising, govemnent pro001W1<::en1ents
in
lete or inreporting. I call
·on-of-s
p
ssunp-

assurcpis l st
l manipusay that
t they
that neither
sb:>uld incall this
Sumption.)
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~l
of these
assumptions,
taken together, can be surnned up by
that
one great assumption made
farrous by econcmic theorists:
that
of "other things being
equal,"
thereby providing a context for
these irrp::)rtant discussions that is
rx:>thing
other than the present
urban-irrlustrial society arrl its
existing values.
It makes oo difference that we
may refer to our society as the
"fX)st-irrlustrial," the
"information society," the "technol03ical
society,." or a service ecorx;my; the
basics are the same: a) nost
ple
\t.Urk for others~ have greater
wealth arrl p::Mer; b) nost people
\t.Urk at making or doing things that
are rot essential for life (sane
are, in fact, hazardous or deadly
to life) rut are to be sold for
profit; c) nost
ple live lives
that are alienated fran natural environments an:i process,
at the
sarre tiire live witrout the intimacy
of authentic, cohesive social process of true ccmnunity.
If we
ccep
the statement
that energy is but a means to
social errls, then we recoJnize the
error of discussing changes in our
system of energywitrout related discussions of social
s to
achieved with the energy. We may
firrl there are opportunities to
bring al:x:>ut
mutually reinforcirxJ changes in
ans
errls
'Mhich cx:>uld bring us closei:to the
achieving of sane long-cherished
but rx:rt:-yet-attained
ial values.
Ya.i will r
ize, witrout
doubt, this context s similar to
those
scr
arrl favored by
authors of The Conserver Societ,
Seven
Tarorrows,
The
Sane
~rnative,
Human
Scale,
am
sever 1 others. Yet, ~ to go
farth r
ifics of this
context
are to be able to delineate
alternative
energy
sources
systems that are nost
wropriate to the context.
Following
ry wvins' "soft
energy path," the f" rst alternative
is conserv tion. This alternative
uld s
to be " natural" in the
con ext
have discus
ve,
inasrruch as it
son ttitude
arrl val es
re than technolo:JY,
rrl that cx:>nserver attitude will
t ex
tedly
presen in th"s
context. It will
lso ssist in
s tting reasonable limits on size
an:i costs of the systems to
consider

There is also much nore to be
said, than I have said here, al:x:>ut
alternative lifeways arrl the transformation
of
cities-as--we-kn:Mthern, arrl al:x:>ut rural intentional
carmunities, particularly their internal dynamics arrl their relationships with other parts of
the
society.
My objective, h:Jwever,
is to
speak to the need for the discussion of alternative energy to be
considered in the context of ways
of life-different fran that of the
present-that, co the one harrl,
\t.Uuld be curpatible with feasible
alternative energies, arrl co the
other would be cnnpa.tible with arrl
nurturing of sore .i.rrp::>rtant, longcherished cultural values: irrlependence, self-reliance, the value of
\t.Urk, responsibility to self an:i
beyorrl
self,
arrl environmental
stewardship, all taking place at
the boson of the true human can-munity.
I stress "the group" or "the
ccmnunity" as the basic unit in the
alterna ive
cx:>ntext for several
reasons, ...nu.ch should becane clear
in a rranent.
It is interesting to realize
that it does oot
necessary
to transfonn the ~le society in
order for the "alternative context"
to
in to being: oor is it necessary for th alternative context
to replace
existing context for
the alternative
ity to
into existence. Both can
reality while what exists still
exists. They can be brought into
being in a piecemeal fashion, in
y different places in this arrl
oth r cx:>untries; an:i this is,
in
f ct,
what
has
happening
slowly over the last ten-to-twelve
years:
elementary
els are
lre yin place.
But if this model is to
truly significant, particularly in
terms of the
1 energy future of
this
ie y, there
e several requirements for th se
ities to
reality. I refer to them as
Th Will, The oWortunity arrl The
Means.

The Will rrust be expressed as
will, through Organization.
The present context will rot be
changErl if only imividuals choose
alternative life styles because,
for the m::>st part, as irrlividuals,
only th::>se wh:) are already well-off
can afford to make the change. Additionally,
irrlividual transformations, unless they be in very
large nurrbers, do rot sh::Jw up well
as "role-m:rlels" for the society,
as they terrl to be subnerged in the
present context. Lastly, many of
the alternative energy systems are
m::>st ecorx:mically arrl technically
feasible at the ccmnunity scale.
The
Og>ortunity is
representoo bf secure access to that
m::>st basic of all resources, the
larrl. Not larrl for speculation or
developnent arrl one-time nonetary
profit, rut larrl of oorticul tural
quality arrl in sufficient quantity
that it will be the basis for the
continued production of food, fuel
arrl fibre for an irrlefinite future.
Access to larrl is made
easier
f:inan:=ially through group p..1rchase
of larger tracts of larrl, which can
usually be p..1rchase::i at a lower
CX>st per acre than sma.11 irrlividual
tracts. u:ng-tenn leases are \tilOrkable substitutes for p..1rchasing.
The third requirement,
The
Means, is representoo bf skills arrl
information: the lv,,,/-to kn:lwledge
arrl
the experience af:Plication.
This requiranent is, today, the cne
m:>st. easy to meet. There is an
group

ernrnous vollllle of information oo
old arrl rew "ways· to oo it."
Not all of this information is ccnsistent, rut this is rot necessarily a proolem, because it i s a
truism that there may be several
different ways to oo the same thing
satisfactorily. We cb have to beware, ~ v e r , of those wh::) rush
into print to tell us h::Jw they did
it-when they only did i t ~ arrl
are rot yet sure h:Jw' well they did
both

itl

Happily, there are an increasing nurrt>er of OfP)rtunities for interestoo people to gain sore experience in such essentials as lone-building, intensive gardening, food
preservation roothods, health selfcare, CXXlStructinJ solar heating
systems, sma.11 en.3ine repair arrl
maintenance, arrl many other subjects af:Propriate to a path of
self-reliance.
We rrust rope that the growing
interest in The Maans will lead to
the
realizati~ that
The
Ogx>rtunity can, perhaps, best be
achievoo bf way of The Will-the
organized
group.
For this,
I
believe ~ will need a cadre of
planners,
designers,
camuni. ty
organizers 'wh::> have been ooucated
to urderstarrl the close interdependencies between social values, larrl
resources, energy arrl af:Propriate
techrX>logies, that they may bec:one
the facilitators for the evolution
of the alternative context of the
future.

A Final Word of Advice
"Do not bunz youi ceZve:; out . Be
a:; I am - a reluc:tant nthu ia.,t, . . . a
p i't- time e1•w;ader, a half- hearted
,matie . Save the other half of
yow':; Zve:: and yow' Zivc:; of plea ur
and adventure . It i ., not enough to fight
'or the We .. t ; it i:; even more important
to en.ioy it . WhiZe you can . While it i
ctiZl thei'e ...
0

Dada
Bicycles Company

"En.ioy your>"e lve , k ep you1° brain in
youi' head and yoia> head frmZy attached
to the body, the body a tiv.., and aUve, and
I p2°omice you thi:; mu.eh : I promiae you
thi., one sweet victory ovel' our nemie ,
over tho::e de .,kbound men with heart in a
a.f'e depo,·it bo · and their eye., hypnotized
by de k calculator., . I pmmi e you thi :
you I.Jill outli c the bc1,,tards. "
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------COMMENTS---------Sexism and the Environmental Movement
We
live in a
patriarchal
society. It is a society operated
by an:i for men. It is a society in
which wcrnen are oppressed an:i in
which
the earth is
exploited.
Through custan, law, tradition, an:i
force, wcrnen an:i nature are controlled an:i used for the benefit of
the men in ix:,wer. This partriarchy
defines the world in tenns of q:po-sites.
Man/W::rnan.
Good/Evil.
Stong/Weak. Active/Passive. White/
Black.
Mim/Booy. Rational/Enoti.cnal. Heaven/Earth. The better of
the two is Man. The lesser of the
two is \«Jnan, is nature.
I beccme furious when I
see
t:ure an:i time again the infusion of
sexist patriarchal attitudes into
the environmental rrovement. Sexism
is everywhere in the rrovement. It
exists
in
organizations,
in
personal relationships, in the execution of specific actions, in the
realm of ?Jblic figures an:i information distr:ibut.i.al.
My m:>st discouraging experience with sexism in the environmental rrovement occured within an
anti-nuclear group in Springfield,
K>. In this organization wcrnen were
given menial tasks. 'l11ese tasks
represented the majority of work
dale, yet the work was considered
l..llUilp)rtant.
Men
made q>
the
leadership of the organization an:i
decisions were made only by these
men. The inp:>rtant work was done by
men only, an:i when a 1#CJl\ail intruded
because she believed she CX)Uld rrake
a valuable contribution, she was
told she didn't kmw ~ t she was
talking about an:i her contr:ibut.i.al
was rejected. \tbnen in the ~
were identified in tenns of their
rel tionships with men oot. in terms
of their irrlividua.lity.
ElSE!'#here in the rrovement, I
see strcXlg kmwledgable wcrnen looked upcn as an ocHity. I see traditional male an:i female roles adhered to in relationships.
I hear
lunan kirrl referred to as "manki.m"
am the unidentified faculty melTber
or field investigator referred to
as ''he" or ''him."
I see the acceptance of sexism
by the environnental novement as
blatant hypocrisy.
Environnentalists are oamri.tted to a respect
f.or all life an:i to the maintenance
of a heal thy environnent for al 1
beings. In this society, wcmen are
oppressai. They are constantly reinforced with the idea that they
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are weak an:i inferior. They have
less cgx>rtunities provided to them
than men. Many live in fear of
sexual harassment,
battering or
rape. This enviromlent of misogyny
an:i sexism is oot. healthy. In this
society wcrnen are oot. allOINe:i to
realize their full potential as
human
beings.
Their ideas an:i
talents are suppressed. They are
rot given freedan of cmice. This
is oot. respectful of wcrnen' s lives •
Environmentalists, by allowing
sexist attitudes to exist within
the rrovement an:i accepting it in
society in general are directly
contradicting
their
ideals
of
respect for life an:i a healthy environment.
Envirormentalists also
view
the world as an interacting 'toh>le.
This world view breaks cb«r1 the
concept of •~man" being separate
fran an:i in q:,position to nature.
It breaks cb«r1 the attitude that
"man"
daninates
an:i
controls
nature. But can this duality be
dismantled while allowing
other
dualities to persist? Can you allow

of cards
from reG ye led
paper
1206 Eleventh Street
Bellingham . 676 - 8676

a:n::ept. of man being separate
fran, am in q:,position to 1#CJl\ail to
exist, am allow the continued danination of wcrnen by men arrl still
ha.ve a truly ~listic view of the
world? StoppiDJ the rape of the
earth means cha.o:Jing the mentality
of patriarchal society, the same
mentality ,Ari.ch rapes~.
Environnentalism is a progressive novement. In its effort to
create a Ile"#,
nore responsible
gld>al. society, it nust ackmwledge
arrl sh:,w active supp:,rt for other
progressive novements.
Environmental degradation arrl destruction,
sexism, racism, classism, heterosexism,
agism, :inp!rialism-they
all benefit a few am hurt many.
Camating sexism is a step the environnental rrovement needs to take
to becane a part of a unified rrovement to errl all fontlS of exploitation am oppression.
the

~airy Uding

Deceived by Words
Special to the t-bnthly Planet
by Marion Loring
We are told that Capitalism is
the same as Free Enterprise. But is
it? To be enterprising means to
dare to start sanething new on
one's ONI1 initiative. An enterprise
can be a farm, a retail store, prospecting for gold, experimenting
with solar energy, or a shoe factory. It is g:xxi that people should
be free to do these things and to
earn a living by doing so if they
are providing scmething useful .
capitalism canes fr01n the v.0rd
capital. It refers to the man-made
things used in proouction, things
needed to start an enterprise
tools and seed and b..Iildings, the
rroney to pay for the raw materials
and for initial la1::our costs.
When one talks of Capitalism
one rreans a system in vmich capital
is the rrost i.It1p::>rtant factor. There
are other alternatives. In the Middle Ages under the Feudal System,
land was the rrost ~rtant. Under
Capitalism, pc::,.,ler is in the hands
of those vmo control the rroney, and
through it the big machinery, the
transportation system, etc. It is
sanetirres said that the
Soviet
system is oot true Conmunism b..It is
State Capitalism. Certainly rrost
Latin American countries have State
Capitalism - political dictators
in league with the rich elites and
with the big corporations. Even
here in Canada we experience a
trerrl in this direction.
An opposite trend is caning
fran three directions. Right-wing
people want a return to
freeenterprise, the family farm, less
governrrent interference. Unfortunately they make the mistake of
thinking that capitalism and free
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enterprise are the same thing, that
the enemy is the governr.ent, anci
all businesses, big arrl small, are
the same. In fact, the big multinational corporations a.'1d conglomerates are destroying free enterprise.
Left-wing groups consist of
the back-to-the-landers, the exhippies vmo do craft v.0rk and sell
it in farmer's markets, the solar
energy technologists, the independent building and fOO'l co-ops.
Basically
these right
and
left-wing groups want the
same
thing. To rruke a living in an independent way without being pushed
around by big b..Isiness or government.
Both
have certain rroral
values and take a stand on vmat
they consider right. On the other
hand, State Capitalism is at best
arroral, often innoral.
The third group vmo oppose
State Capitalism is COTipOsa:1 of
religious groups vmo are becoming
rrore aware of the wickedness of
sane corporations (the Nestle corp-

oration for example) who don't care
or
the environment so long as they
make rroney. Religious groups believe they should help the pcor and
the oppressed. They give aid to
Third World countries where they
see so much brutal QH?ression practica:1 by the State Capitalism.
If
only these three groups
v,10uld realize their essential oneness, they v,10uld be able to defeat
State CapitaliSl1l and bring a1::out a
return to true free enterprise
the econanic system which
rrost
favors true political derrocracy.
how much harm they do to people

Minding the Earth
Integrating Humanity and Nature
Public interest in environmental issues is rot what it used
to be. Yawns OCM greet th::>se old
Earth Day topics of litter, recycling, am "restoring the balarx::e of
nature." People are nurrb to such
oorrors as air am water pollution
am over-population s:i.nply because
it seems inp:>ssible to do nuch
about them. But sanething new is
afoot that premises to bring public
thinking about human-nature
relationships into a fresh focus .
What has been lost in intensity has
been gaina:1 in depth am quality.
It's rot just our techrX>logy, but
our mirrls arrl our cultures wtu.ch
oold the key to health am survival
for both humankirrl am nature.
The natural environment is oo
longer the danain of scientists am
naturalists alone, am its prci>lems
are unlikely to be solva:1 by the
activist, the engineer or the politician. NON rrost everytx::rly is involva:1, pressed by the need to pay
huge energy bills, am scared by
the
prospects of the imna:liate
future. For the first time in many
decades, people kocM that their
lives IruSt change. M::>re astonishing
yet, many are ready to change their
lives if they only kn:M h:::M to

begin

or

where to la>k for help.
a new national
radio series being carried locally
by I<IJGS 89.3 FM, is designed to be
useful to people like that.
The title, MINDIN3 THE EARI'H,
refers to the many ways in wtu.ch
the human mirrl respcxrls to challenges am to new ideas. MINDill:i
THE FARm may si.nply mean thinking
about the earth, or it may mean
caring for the earth ( like "miming
the soop '') , or ci:>eying the earth
( like "miming your nother
or
remerrbering our ci::>ligations to the
earth ( like ''miming your
manners"). At all levels, the thinking
mW is the hungry organism waiting
to help people t:.cMard a better way
of living for themselves am for
their v,10rld. These broadcasts satisfy that aRJetite.
The
cast of characters en
MINDill'.i THE FARm reads like a
Wh::> 's Wh::> of fresh thinking en environmental topics.
Nd:>el Prize
winner Linus Pauling links foods to
the total prcx:=esses of nature, am
ecoronist Hazel HanerSC11 intrcr
duces the new politics of the solar
age. The connections between high-

MINDill:i THE F.ARnl,
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ergy
i;:hysics arrl ecology are
spelled out by the rx::>ted i;:hysicist
Fritjof capra. But it is rx::>t all
heavy science, for the series also
includes the living nusic of The
Paul Winter Consort, adventures in
an Alaskan wilderness, arrl childhJod discoveries of nature with
energ · c naturalists like Elizabeth Terwilliger.
The ecotopian
fantasies of Earnest Callenbach are
there, arrl so are the grim facts of
nuclear 1Narfare as explained by
Daniel Ellsberg.
The uncamai assunption behinl
MINDING THE FARlll is that the human
mirrl is able to integrate human arrl
mo-human life. The time has passed
for using the min1 to beat or trick
nature into subnission,
or for
spi.nnin3 fantasies to escape prd>lesns.
With eyes wide open arrl
clearly focussed, MINDING THE EARI'H
appraises our prospects h::xlestl y,
arrl su93ests corx:rete steps tcMard
a better way of living for people
arrl for the rest of the world. Each
program offers small changes that
anyone can make to contribute to a
healthier world.

Implications for the Future of Clallam Bay

Citizens vs. DOC
by Sally Toteff

If the Washington Department
of Corrections (DX) had its way,
the grourrl would already be broken
for a new state prison in Clallam
Bay, Washington. Local Clallam Bay
citizens have delaye1 the project,
h::Jwever, by initiatin3 a lawsuit in
response to oot:h the substantive
arrl procedural questions the issue
has raised.
Clallam Bay is located near
Neah Bay on the tip of the Olympic
Peninsula. The present p:>p..1lation
of the cx::rmunity is alx>ut 1,200,
a figure \ffiich will likely double
if the proposed 500-bed prison is
built as planne1.
In response to the social am
financial inpacts of the prison,
local citizens fourrled the Clallam
County ~ e d Citizens
Canmittee

(CDX) •

The group

claims

that ccmrunity relationships are

The
kn:::Mledge
needed
to
restore an integration between humanity arrl nature .is available, but
n:,t yet widely recxJgllized.
We kn:::M
about
evolutionary arrl cultural
history, arrl about the corrlitions
of ecological balance required for
the stable continuation of living
systems. The limits to growth have
been described arrl we have ·measured
h:M near we are to them. Systematic
th.inking has begun, with its promise of lifting human tb:>ught above
the sh:>rt-sighted myopia where it
has long been mired. New ways of
living have been tried, arrl their
failures arrl successes jl..d:Je1. Arrl
f'OI/ the ircJ)etus of scarcity is upon
us, giving gocxi reascxi for ar-plying
what we kn:::M.
MINDIN3 THE FARrH brings together what is knJwn with what is
needed for a better environrreltal
future, arrl offers a rich mixture
of infonnation arrl entertainment.
Its
P.=>9itive
arrl
.imaginq.tive
ar-p:roach is a refreshing anti.dote
to
the glocm-arrl-doan that has
characterized so rruch nmia attention to environmental disasters.
KlJGS
89. 3
FM will
carry
MINDm} THE EARrH beginning February 11. Pick up a station guide
for
specific times arrl
dates.
Listen arrl learn.
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already being affected as proper
nents argue for ecorx::rni.c survival
arrl
q,ponents advocate sl™,
planne1 gro,,rt:h. Lifel003 frierrlships are threatened as irrlividuals
cling nore finnly to these cxntrasting views. Sare residents, for
exanple, are particularly coo:::erned
because the prison would be only
t"-0 miles £ran local sclxx>ls arrl
nearby neighl:x>rhx:xls.
In addition, county residents
are worried their taxes will be increase1 to subsidize utility arrl
other F,Ublic services the project
would require, am \ffiich are n:,t
adequately covere1 by the Criminal
Justice Re:i.rrbursement Act.
Joos are also a sensitive cxmrrunity issue because 250 families
were left unercployed in 1981 when
Crown 1.ellerbach shut <X.'Jw'l'1 their
local
q,eration.
The citizen's
group states that alth:)ugh the DX
has assure1 them that nearly 300
jd:>s CX)Uld be created for building
arrl ne.intaining a prison in their
CX>U11ty, a closer examination of the
Department's long-term,
salaried
ercployment figures irrlicate only 31
positions will be hired directly
fran the Clallam Bay-Sekiu area.
An unusual history lies behi.m
the selection of the Clallam Bay
prison site. It began in May 1980,
~en Judge Tanner of the Federal
District Court mamate1 the DX
build t"-0 new prisons in order to
offset the overcrowde1 corrlitions
at -existing state prisons.

Clallam Bay

a statewide study, the
fourrl 105 possible
prisa1
sites. Al.th:)ugh Clallam Bay made
the list, it was quickly eliminated because of its distance fran
an urban center arrl its inadequate
transportatien system. The study
c:a1Cluded the best prisa1 site was
in f.txlroe, a city in Sl'd"onish
COunty \ffiich already rosts cne
state prisa1. But neither M:nroe
rx::>r Soch:mi.sh COunty wanted aa:rt:her
prison in their backyard. Both the
city an:i county fought the OOC in

After

DX

court,

arrl

ooth

lost

their

lawsuits.
MearMri.le, a harrlful of businessmen am COllllty ocmnissi.alers
fran Clallam County "'1ellt to Olyrrpia
requesting the DX locate the other
prison in Clallam Bay. They want.Erl
the prison because it \o,lOU]_d potentially bring jcbs arrl nore business
into their camunity. 'nleir request
was based primarily en ecaoni.c
consideraticns, neglecting~
of the social irrplct a new prison
facility "-Ould have en the residents living in the Clallam BaySekiu area
For
selecting
the
secarl
prison site the DX changed its
sitin3 criteria,
with
priority
given to camuni.ty acceptance. OOC
officials said the criteria was
changed
because
"past
siting
efforts \tJere criticized for lack of
urrlerstarrling arrl considerat.ial of
ccrcm.mity feeling." Because of business' successful lot:i:,ying effort,
the sea:xrl study cx:ncluded that
Clallam Bay citizens want.Erl
a
prison arrl therefore was the best
site.
<DX attorney Ant.h:ny Vivenzio
thinks the IOC stacked the deck for
Clallam Bay siti1¥J \tllen "a:mmm.ity
~ " was given priority for
the seccni site selection. "There
was n:,t even a pretense of trying
to follO',,,i the earlier studies' criteria, " Vivenzio said.
continued on page 15
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Ccrcmunity awareness regarding
propose:1 project has
been
limited, although it gradually increased after the official prison
site proposal was made. But, according to Vivenzio, "the information
the carrnunity recieved was largely
high gloss. Residents got prarotional documents about the prison,
but they didn't get a balanced presentation of what the prison is,
arrl what it might do."
In response to the proposal
citizens formed the CXXX: in the
fall of 1982. The group clearly
errplclSizes the split "ccmnunity acceptance"
of the prison
site,
stressing the negative i.npacts mt
only to local citizens but
to
taxpayers
statewide,
sh:::>uld
a
prison be built in an isolated area
like Clallam Bay.
There concerns
are justified.
To begin with, construction of
a priscn in Clallam Bay will be
very costly. It is estimated that
seventy-five percent of the material arrl labor oost will have to be
i.rrpJrted fran Seattle, Tacana, arrl
Everett. U ~ i n
road corrlitions on State Highway
112
are
also likely to escalate transportation
oosts,
for in 1982 alone,
road wash:::>uts close:1 the
highway for over four nonths.
Secorrlly, s ~ r t services for
a 500-bed prison are mt available
in Clallam Bay. ~heal facilities
are so limited that inmates \1lo10Uld
probably have to ccmnute aver fifty
the

miles for treatment. The local volunteer fire department has a rating
of eight on a scale where ten is
considered
\t.iholly
inadequate.
M:>reover, police
protection
is
mt prepared to harrlle a prison
with 500 oonvicts, arrl additional
services fran the Washington State
Patrol \1lo10uld be needed to assist
with prisoner transporation arrl increase:1
traffic.
Entertainment
facilities are also very limited in
Clallam Bay.
Thirdly, the existing utilities in the area canrot
sufficiently maintain a large prison.
Pc,..yer outages are mt uncamon, arrl
rx:> water lines service the larrl
near the propose:1 site. In addition, a significant increase in
sewage \t,Ollld overload the local
treatment plant. Finally, public
transportation
into
arrl art. of

the area
is limited, an::l prisoners' families \1lo10Uld mt have easy
access to the prison, which is 52
miles west of Port AI:igeles.
M::Neil Islam is the alternative site the CXXX: is reccrrr
merrling. However, M::Neil Islarrl is
in the custc:xly of the federal g::,verrunent an::1 it is
questionable
whether Washington State can afford
to
buy an islarrl that already
h:::>uses one prison facility.
Arnther alternative is to relocate
the project in
Clallam
County.
Adverse social
impacts
\1lo10uld be mitigated an::1 sane jd:>s
\1lo10uld still be provided for CX)unty
residents by locating at this site
which is 16 miles fran Clallam Bay.
Nevertheless, a thorough assessment
of this area is required before a
responsible decision can be made.
What can~ do to c:gx)Se the
proposed
prison?
Write
your
congressmen asking them to EDX>rse
Senate Bill 1422 in the US C.cngress. If passed, this bill will release
M::Neil
Islam. fran
the
custc:xly of the federal g::,vernment,
an::1 offer the site strictly for
state use. Write Gov'errnr Spellman
am. express your opposition to the
proposed locati..cn, or volunteer to
help Kathy Bennett en an attitude
survey of Clallam County citizens.
You can make a difference. D::Xl't
hesitate to act. For nore information contact Antlx>ny Vivenzio at
( 206) 683-7288, or Kathy Bennett at
( 206) 232-8151.

The Finest Selection
of Fine Art Postcards,
Notecards and Kites
in the
Northwest.

~
1220 "I S1a1~ ~11,naham

"Find out hat kind o ' orld you w nt to "live
in , what ou al'e goo at, and what to work at
o bu.iZd that wo:r.•ld nd hat you ne d to know .
Demand that our> teaeher teaeh you that ."
- Peter Kropotkin
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Futures North by Northwest: Agenda for Change

SCHEDULE OF EVENT
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17
Persp«tives on the Present
10 a.m. Booths open
10:30
Conference Introduction
11 :00
"The Human Predicament: Is
technology the solution or part of
the problem?" - Bill Catton
12:00
Films until 2:30
Lunch
l p.m. The Energy Dilemma - John
Heppely, author "The Mistake
Called WPP$$"
2:00
Current Educational Problems Dr. G. Robert Ross, Western
Washington University President
3:00
Local Government and Local
Dilemmas - Mayor Ken Hertz or
Shirley Van Zanten
Our Cultural Values - Dr. David
4:00
Clarke, Western Washington
University professor
Plus film until 6 p.m.
"How new technologies can help
7:00
small businesses and
communities" - Marion Loring

9:30
a.m.
10:00
11 :00
12:30
1:30
2:00
3:00
4:00
7 :00

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19
Planning Strategies
11 a.m. Booths open
Roundtable Discussions
12:00
Energy
Education
I :00
Economics
Religion
Technology
2:00
Government/ Industry & Growth
"2001 - A Space Odyssey"
3:00
Games in the Gym
Entertainment
Fun Films
5:00
Catered Dinner and Final Address

FRJDAY, FEBRUARY 18
Options and Alternatives
Education Panel
Health and self help (speaker)
Booths open
Human Resources Panel
Lunch
Perspcctiv~ on Industrial Growth
Panel
Energy Conservation (speaker)
Religious Perspectives Panel
Films until 6:00
"A voiding 1984 - What
Bellingham Can Do" - Robert
Theobold, Futurist.

Note: All presentations and seminars will be
held in the Viking Union . Contact the
Environmental Center at 676-3460 for more
information .

"EstabZi hinn "lar.tinJ veace i the work o. education;
aU polities· can do i · kP-ep U" out o war . "
- Maria Montes 01 e
1

"There wiZZ come a time when our> "'iZen e wiZl be
louder than the voic.:e., you trangle today ."
- Albert Spie · (Haymar•ket martyr·)

"Lt the p opZe take heart and hope everywhere, fo r the cro.., i
bending , the midnight i .; pa.· ing, and joy cometh in the morning . "
- Eugene Victor Deb

"Living in the 20th century i like a para hute
you have to get it right the fir t time ."

jump :

- Marga:ret Mad
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